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1 Introduction

From the previous chapter one might get the impression that the theory of error-
correcting codes is equivalent to the theory of finite geometry or arrangements
over finite fields. This is not true from a practical point of view. A code is
useless without a decoding algorithm. For engineers the total performance of
the encoding and decoding scheme is important.

An introduction to the decoding problem is given in Section 2. In Section 3 we
first restrict ourselves to cyclic codes where the system of syndrome equations
can be explicitely solved using Gröbner basis techniques and later, in Section
5, to arbitrary linear codes. Although this method decodes up to half the
true minimum distance, the complexity is not polynomial, because there is no
polynomial algorithm known to compute Gröbner bases. The algorithms of
Euclid, Sugiyama and Berlekamp-Massey give an efficient way to decode cyclic
codes is by solving the key equation.

All references and suggestions for further reading will again be given in the
notes of Section 6.

2 Decoding

Let C be a linear code. Decoding is the inverse operation of encoding. A decoder
is a map

D : Fnq −→ C ∪ {?},

such that D(c) = c for all c ∈ C. Let y be a received word. Then D(y) is a
codeword or equal to ?, in case of a decoding failure

Decoding by error detection does the following. Let H be a parity check
matrix of C. The output of the decoder is y if yHT = 0, and ? otherwise.

If the received word y is again a codeword, but not equal to the one sent,
then the decoder gives y as output and we have a miscorrection also called a
decoding error.
Let C ⊆ Fnq be the code with minimum distance d that is used to transmit
information over a noisy channel. If the codeword c is transmitted at one side
of the channel and y is received at the other end, then we say that the error
e = y − c has occurred:

y = c + e.

A decoder D is called a minimum distance decoder if D(y) is a codeword that
is nearest to y with respect to the Hamming metric for all y.

Minimum distance decoding is similar to finding a codeword of minimal
weight. If y is a received word, then one has to find a word in the coset y + C
of minimal weight. Such a word is called a coset leader. Having a list of all
coset leaders requires a memory of qn−k of such elements and is only efficient
for codes of small redundancy.
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If the Hamming weight of the error-vector is at most b(d − 1)/2c, then c is
the unique codeword which has the smallest distance to y, so the error can be
corrected. The value t = b(d− 1)/2c is called the error-correcting capability or
capacity of the code.

Let H be a parity check matrix for C, so cHT = 0 for all c ∈ C. After receiving
y one computes the vector of syndromes

s = yHT .

Since y = c + e we have that s = yHT = cHT + eHT = eHT and the problem
becomes: given s, find a vector e of lowest Hamming weight such that eHT = s.

A decoder D is called a bounded distance decoder which corrects t errors if D(y)
is a codeword that is nearest to y for all y such that d(y, C) ≤ t. We say that
D decodes up to half the minimum distance if it corrects b(d− 1)/2c errors.

Proposition 2.1 Let C be a linear code in Fnq with parity check matrix H.
Suppose we have a received word y with error vector e and we know a set J with
at most d(C) − 1 elements and that contains the set of error positions. Then
the error-vector e is the unique solution for x of the following linear equations:

xHT = yHT and xj = 0 for j 6∈ J.

Exercise 2.2 Prove Proposition 2.1 and deduce that the syndrome of a received
word with at most b(d− 1)/2c errors is unique.

Proposition 2.1 shows that error decoding can be reduced to the problem of
finding the error positions. If we want to decode all received words with t errors,
then there are

(
n
t

)
possible t-sets of error positions one has to consider. This

number grows exponentially with n if t/n tends to a non-zero real number. The
decoding problem is hard. Only for special families of codes this problem has
an efficient solution with practical applications. We will consider only bounded
distance decoders.

Exercise 2.3 Assume that the channel is a q-ary symmetric channel. This
means that the probability that the symbol x ∈ Fq is changed in the symbol
y ∈ Fq is the same for all x, y ∈ Fq and x 6= y, and does not depend on the
position. The probability that a fixed symbol is changed in another symbol,
distinct from the original one, is called the crossover probability and is denoted
by P . Prove that the probability that an error vector e is equal to the word c
of weight t is given by

Prob{e = c} =

(
P

q − 1

)t
(1− P )n−t.

Show that the undetected error probability is given by

WC

(
1− P, P

q − 1

)
− (1− P )n,

where WC(X,Y ) is the homogeneous weightenumerator of C.
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3 Decoding cyclic codes with Gröbner bases

Let C be an [n, k, d] cyclic code with generator polynomial g(X) and defining
set J = {j1, . . . , jr}. Let Fqe an extension of Fq that contains all the zeros of
g(X). Let α ∈ Fqe be a primitive n-th root of unity. Then a parity check matrix
of C is

H =


1 αj1 α2j1 · · · α(n−1)j1

1 αj2 α2j2 · · · α(n−1)j2

1 αj3 α2j3 · · · α(n−1)j3

...
...

...
...

...
1 αjr α2jr · · · α(n−1)jr

 .

Now let e = e(X) be an error vector of a received word y = y(X). Then
s = yHT = eHT and

si = y(αji) = e(αji)

is the ith component of s for i = 1, . . . , r. It is more convenient to consider the
extension Ĥ of the matrix H, where Ĥ is the n× n matrix with ith row

(1 αi α2i · · · α(n−1)i)

for i = 1, . . . , n. Define ŝ = eĤT . The jth component of ŝ is

ŝj = e(αj) =

n−1∑
i=0

eiα
ij

for j = 1, . . . , n. If j ∈ J(C), then ŝj = e(αj) = y(αj), so these syndromes are
known.

From now on ŝj will be denoted by sj . Notice that the old si is now denoted
by sji .

Let e = e(X) be an error vector with error positions i1, i2, . . . , it and error
values ei1 , ei2 , . . . , eit . Then the known syndromes will be

sj =

t∑
m=1

eim(αim)j , j ∈ J(C).

Consider the following system of equations over Fqe [X1, . . . , Xv, Y1, . . . , Yv]:

S(s, v) =


∑v
m=1 YmX

j
m = sj for j ∈ J
Y qm = Ym for m = 1, . . . , v
Xn
m = 1 for m = 1, . . . , v.

Conclude that Xm = αim and Ym = eim for m = 1, . . . , t is a solution of S(s, t).

Exercise 3.1 Show that the equation
∑v
m=1 YmX

jq
m = sjq is a consequence of

S(s, v) for all j ∈ J .
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Example 3.2 Let J = {1, 2}. If C is a cyclic code with defining set J , then its
minimum distance is at least 3 by the BCH bound. So one can correct at least
1 error. The equations {

Y1X1 = s1
Y1X

2
1 = s2

imply that the error position is x1 = s2/s1 if there is exactly one error. If
moreover q = 2, then s2 = s21, so x1 = s1.

We have the following.

Proposition 3.3 Suppose that t errors occurred and t ≤ (d − 1)/2. Then the
system S(s, v) over Fqe has no solution when v < t, and a unique solution up to
permutations, corresponding to the error vector of lowest weight that satisfies the
syndrome equations when v = t. The Xi of the solution are the error-locators
and the Yi the corresponding error values. If v > t, then for every j the system
has a solution with X1 = αj.

Exercise 3.4 Prove Proposition 3.3 using Proposition 2.1.

The system S(s, v) defines an ideal in the ring Fqe [X1, . . . , Xv, Y1, . . . , Yv]. By
abuse of notation we denote this ideal also by S(s, v). The zero set of this ideal
gives the error vector that occurred during the transmission. Gröbner basis
techniques can be used to find the solutions of the equations.

Let ≺L be the lexicographic order with Z1 ≺L Z2 ≺L · · · ≺L Zw. Then ≺L is
an elimination order, that is to say it satisfies the following property.

Proposition 3.5 Let I be an ideal in F[Z1, Z2, . . . , Zw]. Let G be a Gröbner
basis of I with respect ≺L. Then G ∩ F[Z1, Z2, . . . , Zi] is a Gröbner basis of
I ∩ F[Z1, Z2, . . . , Zi].

Let I be an ideal in F[Z1, Z2, . . . , Zw] with finitely many zeros over F̄ which
are all defined over F. Let V be the zero set in Fw of the ideal I. Then the
zero set of I ∩ F[Z1, Z2, . . . , Zi] is equal to the projection of V on the first i
coordinates. This fact and Proposition 3.5 have a direct application to our
problem of finding the solutions to system S(s, v). Indeed, if (x1, . . . , xv) is the
X-part of a solution to S(s, v), then also any permutation of the xi will be a
solution (apply the same permutation to the Y -part of the solution). Hence
every error-locator will appear as the first coordinate of a solution to S(s, v).
Thus we have sketched the proof of the following.

Proposition 3.6 Suppose that t errors occurred and t ≤ (d− 1)/2. Let g(X1)
be the monic generator of the ideal S(s, t) ∩ Fqe [X1]. Then the zeros of g are
the error-locators.

Before giving the final algorithm for the decoding, we must worry about one
more thing: we assumed we knew how many errors occurred (the v occurring in
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system S(s, v)). Now note that the work required to solve the system S(s, v) for
large v is much more than for small v, and remark that in general words with
many errors occur less often than words with few or no errors. The following
theorem leads the way to an algorithm that implements this idea.

Theorem 3.7 Suppose t errors occurred and t ≤ (d− 1)/2. Denote the monic
error-locator polynomial by l(X1), that is to say l(x) = 0 if and only if x is an
error-locator. Let g(X1) be the monic generator of the ideal S(s, v) ∩ Fqe [X1],
with S(s, v) the ideal in Fqe [X1, . . . , Xv, Y1, . . . , Yv]. Then

g(X1) =

 1 if v < t
l(X1) if v = t
Xn

1 − 1 if v > t

Exercise 3.8 Show that in Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 3.7 it is allowed to
replace the assumption ”t ≤ (d − 1)/2” by the weaker statement ”the received
word has a unique closest codeword”.

Exercise 3.9 Let S ′(s, v) be the system of equations which is obtained by
replacing the equation Y qm = Ym in S(s, v) by Y q−1m = 1 for all m = 1, . . . , v. So
the variables Ym disappear if q = 2. How should Proposition 3.3 and Theorem
3.7 be restated for S ′(s, v) ?

We are now ready to state the algorithm to decode cyclic codes.

Algorithm 3.10
input(y);
s := yHT ;
if sj = 0 for all j ∈ J
then output(y); stop; {no errors occurred}
else v := 1;
G := {1};
while 1 ∈ G do
S := {

∑v
m=1 YmX

j
m − sj , j ∈ J} ∪ {Y qm − Ym, Xn

m − 1, m = 1, . . . , v};
G := Gröbner(S);
v := v + 1;

od;
{1 6∈ G so there are solutions}
g(X1) := the unique element of G ∩ Fqe [X1]};
if deg(g(X1)) > v
then output(?); stop { too many errors }
else error-locators := {zeros of g(Z1)}

find error vector e by solving the linear equations
as in Proposition 2.1
output(y − e)

We will treat an example in the project on the Golay codes.
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3.1 One-step decoding of cyclic codes

In the system of equations S(s, v) the syndromes sj are considered to be known
constants. In this section we treat the syndromes as variables and consider the
corresponding system of equations

S(v) =


∑v
m=1 YmX

j
m = Sj for j ∈ J
Y qm = Ym for m = 1, . . . , v
Xn
m = 1 for m = 1, . . . , v.

to define an ideal in the ring

Fqe [X1, . . . , Xv, Y1, . . . , Yv, Sj , j ∈ J ].

This of course has the advantage that we have to solve these equations only once,
and that this can be done before we start to use the code. This is called the
preprocessing of the decoding algorithm. In the actual running of the algorithm
the values of the syndromes sj of a received word are substituted in the variables
Sj for j ∈ J .

Exercise 3.11 Let≺ be a reduction order on the monomialsX1, . . . , Xv, Y1, . . . , Yv
and Sj , j ∈ J such that the variables Sj , j ∈ J are larger than X1, . . . , Xv and
Y1, . . . , Yv. Show that S(v) is a Gröbner basis with respect to ≺.

The exercise gives the impression that we are done. But we have to elimination
the variables X2, . . . , Xv and Y1, . . . , Yv. Therefore the variables X1, Sj , j ∈ J
need to be smaller than X2, . . . , Xv, Y1, . . . , Yv.

As an example, we have applied one-step decoding to binary cyclic codes with
defining sets {1, 3}, {1, 3, 5} and {1, 3, 5, 7}, respectively. Remark that the com-
plete defining sets contain {1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and {1, . . . , 8}, respectively.
From the BCH-bound we know that these codes can correct 2, 3 and 4 errors,
respectively. The Gröbner basis is computed with a lexicographic order in a way
such that the basis contains a polynomial in X1 and the syndrome-variables Sj .
We consider binary codes. Thus the error values are always 1. Therefore we
delete the variables Yi in the equations. The equations of the form Xn

m = 1 are
also left out. So the number of solutions is not finite anymore. The results are
as follows.

Example 3.12 q = 2, {1, 3} ⊆ J(C).

S =

{
X1 + X2 − S1 = 0
X3

1 + X3
2 − S3 = 0

Order: X2 > X1 > S3 > S1

Error-locator polynomial with X = X1:

S1X
2 + S2

1X + (S3
1 + S3).
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Example 3.13 q = 2, {1, 3, 5} ⊆ J(C).

S =

 X1 + X2 + X3 − S1 = 0
X3

1 + X3
2 + X3

3 − S3 = 0
X5

1 + X5
2 + X5

3 − S5 = 0

Order: X3 > X2 > X1 > S5 > S3 > S1

Error-locator polynomial:

(S3 + S3
1)X3 + (S3S1 + S4

1)X2 + (S5 + S3S
2
1)X + (S5S1 + S2

3 + S3S
3
1 + S6

1).

Example 3.14 q = 2, {1, 3, 5, 7} ⊆ J(C).

S =


X1 + X2 + X3 + X4 − S1 = 0
X3

1 + X3
2 + X3

3 + X3
4 − S3 = 0

X5
1 + X5

2 + X5
3 + X5

4 − S5 = 0
X7

1 + X7
2 + X7

3 + X7
4 − S7 = 0

Order: X4 > X3 > X2 > X1 > S7 > S5 > S3 > S1

Error-locator polynomial:

(S6
1 + S2

3 + S5S1 + S3S
3
1)X4 + (S5S

2
1 + S2

3S1 + S3S
4
1 + S7

1)X3+
(S7S1 + S5S3 + S3S

5
1 + S8

1)X2 + (S7S
2
1 + S5S

4
1 + S3

3 + S3S
6
1)X+

(S7S3 + S7S
3
1 + S2

5 + S5S3S
2
1 + S5S

5
1 + S3

3S1 + S3S
7
1 + S10

1 ).

Example 3.15 The error-locator polynomial for the 6-error correcting binary
BCH code took four hours using Axiom. The coefficient of Xi has 20, 20, 22,
22, 20, 24 and 46 terms for i = 6, 5, . . . , 1 and 0, respectively.

Exercise 3.16 Give Si weighted degree i and let wdeg(X) = 1. Notice that
in the above examples the error-locator polynomial is homogeneous of total
weighted degree

(
t+1
2

)
if the BCH bound is 2t+ 1. Show that this is always the

case.

Looking at the formulas for the 2, 3 and 4 error-correcting BCH codes one gets
the impression that the number of terms grows exponentially (we do not know
whether this is a fact). Thus specializing the values for the syndromes still
would not give a decoding algorithm of polynomial complexity.

It is a priori not clear that substituting values for the syndromes in the vari-
ables after elimination gives the same answer as the original method with the
syndromes as constants.

To make this point clear we introduce some notation. Let G be a subset
of the polynomial ring in the variables Sj , j ∈ J , X1, . . . , Xv and more. Then
G1 is the subset of G of polynomials in the variables Sj , j ∈ J and X1 only.
Let s = (sj , j ∈ J) be a vector with coordinates in Fq. Then G1(s) is the set
obtained from G1 by substituting the value sj in Sj for all elements of G1 and
j ∈ J .

Let ≺E be an elimination order on the monomials X1, . . . , Xv, Y1, . . . , Yv and
Sj , j ∈ J with the variables X1, . . . , Xv and Y1, . . . , Yv larger than Sj , j ∈ J .
That the one-step method works is stated as a fact in the following
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Theorem 3.17 Let G be a Gröbner basis of S(t) with respect to ≺E. Let y
be a received word such that t errors occurred. Let s be its syndrome. Assume
that the closest codeword to y is unique. Then G1 is the Gröbner basis of S(t)∩
Fq[X1, Sj , j ∈ J ] and G1(s) generates the ideal of the error-locator polynomial.

The proof relies on the fact that S(t) has a finite number of solutions.
The set G1(s) consist of polynomials in the variable X1. In examples the

greatets common divisor of G1(s) is among its elements, that is to say that
G1(s) is a (nonreduced) Gröbner bases. It is conjectured that this is always the
case.

4 The key equation

Let C be a cyclic code of length n such that {1, 2, . . . , δ − 1} ⊂ J(C). From
the BCH bound we see that the minimum distance of C is at least δ. In this
section we will give a decoding algorithm for such a code which has an efficient
implementation and is used in practice. A drawback of the algorithm is that
it only corrects errors of weight at most (δ − 1)/2, whereas the true minimum
distance can be larger than δ. An example of this phenomenon will be treated
in the project on the Golay codes.

The algorithms in this section work for cyclic codes that have any δ−1 consecu-
tive elements in their complete defining set. We leave it to the reader to make the
necessary adjustments in the case where these elements are not {1, 2, . . . , δ−1}.

Let α be a primitive n-th root of unity. Let c = c(X) ∈ C be the transmitted
codeword that is received as y = y(X) = c(X) + e(X), with w = wt(e) ≤
(δ − 1)/2. The support of e will be denoted by I. We then can compute the
syndromes

si = Ai = e(αi) = y(αi) for i ∈ J(C),

where the Ai are the coefficients of the MS polynomial of e(X), see Section ??.
Since {1, 2, . . . , δ − 1} ⊆ J(C) and 2w ≤ δ − 1 we know all A1, A2, . . . , A2w.
Write σi for the i-th symmetric function of the error positions and form the
following set of generalized Newton identities, see Proposition ??

Av+1 + σ1Av + · · · + σvA1 = 0
Av+2 + σ1Av+1 + · · · + σvA2 = 0

...
...

...
A2v + σ1A2v−1 + · · · + σvAv = 0.

(1)

From the system with v = w we have to find the σi. After we have done
this, we can find the polynomial

σ(Z) = 1 + σ1Z + σ2Z
2 + · · ·+ σwZ

w
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which has as its zeros the reciprocals of the error locations. Finding the zeros
of this polynomial is an easy task. We return to the problem of finding the
coefficients σi.

Exercise 4.1 Consider the system of equations (1) as linear in the unknown
σ1, . . . , σw with coefficients in Fq(A1, . . . , Aw) the field of rational functions in
A1, . . . , Aw, which are treated now as variables. Then

σi =
∆i

∆0

where ∆i is the determinant of a certain w × w matrix according to Cramers
rule. Then the ∆i are polynomials in the Ai. Conclude that

∆0X
w + ∆1X

w−1 + · · ·+ ∆w

is a closed form of the generic error-locator polynomial.
Substitute A2i+1 = S2i+1 and A2i = S2

i and compare the result with Exam-
ples 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14.

Exercise 4.2 Show that the matrix (Ai+j−1|1 ≤ i, j ≤ v) is nonsingular if and
only if v = w, the number of errors. Hint: try to write the matrix as a triple
product of matrices of known rank as done in Exercise ??.

The algorithm of Arimoto-Peterson-Gorenstein-Zierler (APGZ) solves the sys-
tems of linear equations (1) for v = 1, . . . , w by Gaussian elimination.

Exercise 4.3 What is the complexity of the algorithm of APGZ ?

Write

S(Z) =

δ−1∑
i=1

AiZ
i−1,

then an alternative way of formulating (1) is that there exist polynomials q(Z)
and r(Z) such that

σ(Z)S(Z) = q(Z)Zδ−1 + r(Z), deg(r(Z)) ≤ w − 1,

or that there exists a polynomial ω(Z) of degree at most w − 1 such that

ω(Z) ≡ σ(Z)S(Z) mod Zδ−1. (2)

This is called the key equation.

Exercise 4.4 Check that

ω(Z) =
∑
i∈I

eiα
i
∏

j∈I\{i}

(1− αjZ),

by rewriting ω(Z)/σ(Z) mod Zδ−1.
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Exercise 4.5 Let σ′(Z) be the formal derivative of σ(Z). Show Forney’s for-
mula for the error values:

ei = − ω(α−i)

σ′(α−i)

for all error positions i. The polynomial ω(Z) is called the error evaluator
polynomial.

We will discuss two algorithms that are faster than the one proposed in Exercise
4.3.

4.1 The algorithms of Euclid and Sugiyama

The Euclidean algorithm is a well known algorithm that can be used to compute
the greatest common divisor of two univariate polynomials. We assume that the
reader is familiar with this algorithm. In order to fix a notation, suppose we
want to compute gcd(r−1(Z), r0(Z)). Then the Euclidean algorithm proceeds
as follows.

r−1(Z) = q1(Z)r0(Z) + r1(Z), deg(r1) < deg(r0)
r0(Z) = q2(Z)r1(Z) + r2(Z), deg(r2) < deg(r1)

...
...

...
rj−2(Z) = qj(Z)rj−1(Z) + rj(Z), deg(rj) < deg(rj−1)
rj−1(Z) = qj+1(Z)rj(Z).

From this we can conclude that gcd(r−1(Z), r0(Z)) = rj(Z). The key equation
can be solved with the algorithm of Sugiyama in the following way.

Algorithm 4.6 Set

r−1(Z) = Zδ−1, r0(Z) = S(Z), U−1(Z) = 0, U0(Z) = 1,

and proceed with the algorithm of Sugiyama until an rk(Z) is reached such that

deg(rk−1(Z)) ≥ 1

2
(δ − 1) and deg(rk(Z)) ≤ 1

2
(δ − 3),

also updating
Ui(Z) = qi(Z)Ui−1(Z) + Ui−2(Z).

Then the error-locator and evaluator polynomial are

σ(Z) = εUk(Z)

ω(Z) = (−1)kεrk(Z)

where ε is chosen such that σ0 = σ(0) = 1.

Exercise 4.7 Show that the σ(Z) and ω(Z) resulting from the algorithm satisfy
1. ω(Z) = σ(Z)S(Z) mod Zδ−1

2. deg(σ(Z)) ≤ 1
2 (δ − 1)

3. deg(ω(Z)) ≤ 1
2 (δ − 3).

We will not prove the correctness of the algorithm. The algorithm of Sugiyama
is used to decode in the project on Golay codes.
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4.2 The algorithm of Berlekamp-Massey

The algorithm of Berlekamp-Massey is an example of dynamic programming The
algorithm is iterative, and in the j-th iteration the following problem is solved:
find the pair (σj(Z), ωj(Z)) such that

1. σj(0) = 1

2. σj(Z)S(Z) = ω(Z) mod Zj

3. dj = max{deg(σj),deg(ωj) + 1} is minimal.

It is rather technical to work out what has to be updated when proceeding to the
next iteration. After the algorithm we will give a few remarks on the variables
that are used.

Algorithm 4.8

1. j = 0; σ0 = −ω′0 = 1; σ′0 = ω0 = 0; d0 = 0; ∆ = 1.

2. ∆j = coefficient of Zj in σj(Z)S(Z)− ωj(Z).

3. If ∆j = 0 then
dj+1 := dj ; σj+1 := σj ; ωj+1 := ωj ;
σ′j+1 := Zσ′j ; ω′j+1 := Zω′j

4. If ∆j 6= 0 and 2dj > j then
dj+1 := dj ; σj+1 := σj −∆j∆

−1σ′j ; ωj+1 := ωj −∆j∆
−1ω′j ;

σ′j+1 := Zσ′j ; ω′j+1 := Zω′j

5. If ∆j 6= 0 and 2dj ≤ j then
dj+1 := j + 1− dj ; σj+1 := σj −∆j∆

−1σ′j ; ωj+1 := ωj −∆j∆
−1ω′j ;

∆ := ∆j ; σ′j+1 := Zσj ; ω′j+1 := Zωj

6. If Sj+1 is known then j := j + 1 and go to step 2; otherwise stop.

In the algorithm, the variables σ′j and ω′j are auxiliary. The ∆j measures how
far a solution to the j-th iteration is from being a solution to the (j + 1)-th
iteration. If ∆j = 0, the solution passes to the next iteration. If ∆j 6= 0,
then the solution must be adjusted in such a way that the resulting dj+1 =
max{deg(σj+1),deg(ωj+1) + 1} is minimal. In order to minimize this degree,
the two cases 4 and 5 have to be distinguished.

Notice that in the algorithm of Sugiyama the degree of the polynomial decreases
during the algorithm, whereas in the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm the degree
of the polynomial increases. This is an advantage, since error vectors of small
weight are more likely to occur than those of high weight.
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5 Gröbner bases and arbitrary linear codes

We will start by a general construction of a code, and later show that in fact
this gives all linear codes.

Let P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pn} ⊆ Fmq be the set of zeros of a set of polynomials
G = {G1, . . . , Gu} in Fq[X1, X2, . . . , Xm]. Let I be the ideal generated by G.
Define the ring R as

R = Fq[X1, . . . , Xm]/I,

Let F1, F2, . . . , Fr be a basis of the Fq-vector subspace L of R. Consider the
evaluation map

evP : L −→ Fnq .

The codes we consider here are

C = Im(evP)⊥.

Thus H = (Fi(Pj)) is a parity check matrix of C. After introducing this al-
gebraic setting, it is clear how Gröbner bases can be used for the decoding
problem. Let d be the minimum distance of C. Suppose we receive a vector y
and we want to decode t errors, with t ≤ b(d − 1)/2c. Then, after computing
the syndromes

si =

n∑
j=1

yjFi(Pj)

we can form the following system of equations S(s, v)
∑v
j=1 YjFi(X1j , . . . , Xmj) = si for i = 1, . . . , r

Gi(X1j , . . . , Xmj) = 0 for j = 1, . . . , v and i = 1, . . . , u
Y qj = Yj for j = 1, . . . , t,

with variables X1j , . . . , Xmj for the coordinates of a copy of Fmq for all j =
1, . . . , v, and the variables Y1, . . . , Yv for the error values in Fq. As in the case
with cyclic codes, we see that if (x1, . . . ,xv,y1, . . . ,yv), with xj = (x1j , . . . , xmj),
is a solution to S(s, v), then so is

(xπ(1), . . . ,xπ(v),yπ(1), . . . ,yπ(v)),

for any permutation π of {1, . . . , v}. Hence a Gröbner basis G for the ideal
S(s, t) with respect to the lexicographic order with

Ym > · · · > Y1 > Xmv > · · · > X1v > · · · > Xm1 > · · · > X11

will have elements that are polynomials in Xm1, . . . , X11 only. These elements
generate the ideal S(s, v) ∩ Fq[X11, . . . , Xm1]. This intersection has no solution
when v < t. If v = t, then the intersection is the error-locator ideal, that means
that it has the set of error postions as zero set in Fmq . The error values can be
found as before for cyclic codes with Proposition 2.1.
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Example 5.1 Let C be an [n, k, d] linear code with r × n parity check matrix
H, where r = n − k. Consider the n columns of H as points P1, . . . , Pn ∈ Frq
and set P = {P1, . . . , Pn}. Then P is finite, so it is an algebraic set:

P = V (I,Fq), I = {G ∈ Fq[X1, . . . , Xr] | G(P1) = · · · = G(Pn) = 0}.

If we take as an r-dimensional vector space L the coordinate functions

L = 〈X1, . . . , Xr〉,

then it is clear that C = Im(evP)⊥.

Exercise 5.2 Describe the Hamming code by the above method. What is
the vanishing ideal in F2[X1, X2, X3] if one applies the above procedure to the
Hamming code ?

Although in principle every linear code could be described and decoded in this
way, the large number of variables will make it very impractical. The following
exercise relaxes the number of variables a bit.

Exercise 5.3 Let C be an q-ary [n, k, d] code. Let r = n−k. Let H = (hij) be
a parity check matrix of C. Let m be a positive integer such that qm ≥ n. Show
that there exist n distinct points P1, . . . , Pn in Fmq and polynomials F1, . . . , Fr
in Fq[X1, . . . , Xm] such that Fi(Pj) = hij .

Example 5.4 Let C be a cyclic code with defining set J . Instead of treating
this as an arbitrary linear code as in the previous example, it is better to use the
structure of the parity check matrix, as follows. Take P = {1, α, . . . , αn−1} ⊆
Fqe , the set of n-th roots of unity. Hence

I = (Xn − 1)Fqe [X].

If we take for L the vector space

L = 〈Xj | j ∈ J〉

over Fqe , it is clear that C is a code as described above, and that the system
S(s, t) we have to solve, equals the one we already met in Section 3.

One-step decoding is done in the same way as for cyclic codes by treating the
sj as variables and the corresponding Theorem 3.17 holds.

The same methods applies for getting the minimal weight codewords of a
linear code.

6 Notes

That the general decoding problem is hard can be made precise in terms of
complexity theory. See [3, 5].
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Formulas for the probability of a decoding error or failure for several de-
coders and the relation with the weightenumerator is given in [6, 24]. Some
history of the origins of decoding algorithms can be found in [2].

The original idea of one-step decoding is from [9, 10] and [30]. See also [38].
The method to decode cyclic codes up to half the actual minimum distance

using Gröbner basis is from [11, 12, 13]. The extension to arbitrary linear codes
is from [17, 18]. Theorem 3.17 is from [17, 18, 25]. The conjecture concerning
G1(s) is from [25]. The remark in Exercise 3.11 is from [25]. In this paper the
work of [15] is used to transform a Gröbner basis of a zero dimensional ideal
with respect to one reduction order into a Gröbner basis with respect to an-
other one. The decoding is considerably faster by this method as is seen in the
Project on the Golay code. Decoding constacyclic codes in Lee metric by the
use of Gröbner bases is explained in [28]

A more efficient way to decode cyclic codes is by solving the key equation [1, 4,
20, 27, 31, 37]. The formula for the error values is from [19].

The material of Section 4 is from [6, 7, 26, 32]. This formulation of the
Berlekamp-Massey algorithm is from [14].

For Reed-Solomon codes a hybrid of the algorithm of Berlekamp-Massey and
Gröbner bases techniques is given in [39, 40, 41] to get all closest codewords of
a received word.

Decoding arbitrary linear codes with Gröbner bases is from [17, 18]. This
method can also be applied to get all minimal weight codewords as explained
for cyclic codes in the previous chapter.

There are many papers on decoding algebraic geometry codes and we refer to
the literature [8, 16, 21, 22, 23, 29].

The Berlekamp-Massey algorithm is generalized to polynomials in several
variables by [34, 35, 36]. This theory has very much to do with the theory of
Gröbner bases, but it solves another problem than Buchbergers algorithm. The
algorithm is implemented in the decoding of algebraic geometry codes. See the
literature cited above and [33]. The name footprint for the ∆-set is from [8].
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